NOTES FROM COMMITTEE MEETING 2/20/2019

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT FROM JEFF FOR NEXT MEETING – Two Questions
This is your troop, I am just the facilitator. Knows not all has gone smoothly.
What can he do better to help the troop?
Is there somebody who can do it better - to lead?
Asked about the Edible Arrangement for Jordan. Everyone thought nothing had been done.
Jim Mielke brought up doing meals as well as the spaghetti dinner. Possibly do this in place of the edible
arrangement or in addition to it. Jeff asked Jim to look into it.
Jeff wants to be tagged in when PLC meetings are scheduled. Included in the text/memo.
Discussion of how often are they are supposed to meet. Tom D. stated quarterly – 4 times a year are
required. They can be continued at his house if everyone wants to.
Questioned if anyone attended the Blue and Gold at Pack 122? Said Nico went.
Discussion about purchasing more T-shirts in medium and large. 20 (?) of each will be ordered and at
later discussed changing the style. Questioning who was and/or who knew the contact person about the
shirts. Kathy took notes on it but not sure if she is the one ordering them. Tom D. wants an ex-large shirt
which they said he can get Saturday from storage.
OA - Discussed Fall Fellowship – Jeff will drive those interested.
If any adults were interested should talk to Jeff after the meeting.
Next Outings are: March – Lock In; April - Galena
Cenzo brought up reforming the patrols. Discussion about keeping the same patrol names, leaders and
assistant leaders. Switch patches around.
Take into account who attends regularly, allowing each boy paired with a friend, dispersing the
older boys.
Charlie brought up if you split up friends, they will stop coming.
Greg brought up it is only one to one and half hour a week. One of emphasis of scouting is being
a leader and helping others – meaning the new younger scouts. Boys should be able to handle it.
Jeff stated he could see both sides.
Francis stated that Steve as scoutmaster will have the final say – he can say no.
Jeff said it will definitely need to be run past Steve, but he is usually supportive
of the boys’ decisions.
Cenzo was going to work on a spread sheet. Jeff thought it would be good to do at the lock in.
Hopefully most boys there. Definitely want it settled before the Galena trip.

Spaghetti Dinner:
Boys need to be there by 5:00. Over when everything is ready.
Delegate jobs for Sunday on Saturday.
Presale ticket money should be turned in Saturday.
Boys should be thee around 11 am on Sunday. Time to eat and go over any further necessary items.
Jeff emphasized that if a boy served early and left he needed to return for cleanup. All needed to be
there for cleanup.
Jeff also is going to set up a POST DINNER MEETING DATE for debriefing. To go over how things went,
how they can make it run smoother in the future.
Will send out emails with further info. later.

